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Absrruct-The DeepSpace
System Technology (DSST)
is managed by JPL for NASA.The
Program(X2000)
program will provide advancedflight and groundsystems
for the exploration of the outer planets. The
X2000
Integrated First Delivery Project under DSST is to provide
flightavionics
forthe
first set of mission customersEuropa Orbiter, Pluto/Kuiper Express,and Solar Probe.
"

1 hesemissions provide a challenge i n terms of extreme
environmentalrequirements. The key drivingrequirements
are the one-mega-rad total ionizing dose and the 15-year life
span.
The X2000 PowerSystem Electronics (PSE) must reduce its
power,mass and volume envelope by incorporating new
technologies
developed
by industry
partners.
The
combination of multi-chip module
(MCM)
packaging,
radiation-hardened
(rad-hard)
mixed-signal
applicationspecific
integrated
circuits
(ASIC) and next-generation
power devices increases the packaging density of the PSEs.
The
PSE
modules combine high-density
packaging
techniques and mixed-signal ASlCs for a reduction in mass
and volume without sacrificing functionality or efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Deep Spacc Systems Technology Progrurlz

The X2000, managed by JPL for NASA,has taken the prime
initiative to develop new technologies that enabledeep
space missions. The X2000 Program is composed of several
elements. Following is a relevantsubset of theelements
pertaining to this paper:
X2000 Integrated First Delivery Project (X2000 IFDP)
Advanced RadioisotopePowerSource (ARPS)
0
Center for Integrated Space Microsystems (CISM)
Mission Data System (MDS)
FutureDeliveries (D2+)
The thrust of the program is to deliver a series of spacecraft
avionics
packages
that will meet
the
requirements
of
upcoming outer planet missions. Each element is to provide
dramatic technology breakthroughs enabling higher levels of
integration.
The primaryfocus of the X2000 IFDP element is on the
delivery of a flight avionics package for the Outer Planets
and Solar Probe (OPSP) Program. The package will include
a new and innovative distributed
architecture
in both
hardware and software. The architecturemust be capable of
integrating different instruments, propulsion modules, power
sources, and telecommunicationintoamultiple
mission
platform.
The ARPS element will develop a more efficient a & ~ b u s i
advanced radioisotope power source that will meet the
requirements of future outerplanet missions.

I

The CISM is a center of excellence Ibcused on higher levels
of integrationfor spacecraft avionics. CISM will develop
new technologies that enable higherlevels of integration
with the foresight of future systems on a chip.

2. DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH
The PSE approach to meeting the needs of the customer is to
combine a new architecture with the development of new
technology. The programhaslimitedfunding,making
the
overall cost a key development driver.

The MDS element will provideaflightandgrounddata
system that will be used for several deliveries. MDS
embodies the end-to-end systemarchitecture. TheX2000
IFDP will deliver an integrated avionics package for the first
delivery.

Based on JPL's experience in developing the Cassini power
system, the combination of rad-hard ASICs and high density
packaging
can
be implemented to increase
overall
functionality, reduce mass, and lower both development and
recurring cost.

The D2+ elementfocuses on the needs of the customers
beyond the first delivery. A considerable amount of the first
delivery will be leveraged and enhanced
for
future
deliveries.
The W Z W prc~t".'"lm-()l"~~ti"li?jec.!.is
the first customer to use
the X2000IFDP
Avionics. The program
includes
the
following missions...pi~l"'"'C"i [(x.. ~ . ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ngxl
~ .
4 li;(.:il&? :

*
*
*

E L I I QOrbiter
~ ~ (EO) {t7w~tek&fi&+f
Pluto Kuiper Express (PKE) & a u ~ u k ii A ~ 4 )
SolarProbe(SP) (Laurich-8iil3)

Each mission offers difficult challenges that are reflected in
the following key requirements:
*
One mega-radtotalionizing dose(E0)
*
Fifteen-yearlife (PKE)
*
Lowmassandpower
(EO)
With all of thechallenges in the firstset o f missions, a
combination of new technology and innovative architecture
is needed.

The Cassini Power System uses a Solid State Power Switch
(SSPS), which is combined with arad-harddigitalASIC
with discrete analogandpower
components in aclass-K
hybrid package (figure I). The SSPS was produced by CTS
Microeletronics under contract from JPL.
.
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The Cassini SSPS hybrid
contained
following
the
components:
2 UTMCgate arrays
* 35activedevices(ICdice)
26chip resistors andcapacitors
181 screened resistors
12 activelytrimmedresistors
466 bond wires (396 are 1 mil gold)
72 pin package
Cassini also utilized a Honeywell (HR1060) one-mega-radhard gate array for
the
power
distribution
command
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Figure 1 Cassini SSPS
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interface. The power distribution contained a custom serial
data bus on every board. The main command interface from
the spacecraft was through a remote engineering unit (IIEU)
providinga 1553 data bus to thespacecraftandaparallel
interface to the power subsystem.
This development
paid
off for Cassini
because
the
components were used on every powerdistribution board.
The use of custom components on every board reduced the
number of pieceparts and assemblytimeforeachboard.
C assm
:
was able to provide more functionality in a smaller
package by investing in hybrids and gate arrays.
’

In a similar approach, the X2000 PSE would like to go one
stepbeyondCassiniandimplementmixed-signalASICs
and MCMs.
Cassini was successful in using existingtechnology
to
provide modules. However, with today’s technology, there is
room for
improvement.
With
the use of mixed-signal
ASICs, the number of components canbereduced
even
further than what was accomplished on Cassini.
Otherimprovements
over Cassinican
be accomplished
throughtheselection
of amixed-signal ASIC technology.
Byselecting
technology
a
that
is compatible with the
command and data handling (C&DH) ASICs, the power
systemcan
use the same Intellectual Property(IP)for
C&DH and the mixed-signal ASICs in the power subsystem.
This will provide a standard interface to each of the power
system boards that is well supported by the overall system.
Power System Go&

Following is a list of goals for the X2000 PSE that relates
directly to the goals of the X2000 Program:
Multiple-mission architecture
Increasedpowermanagement
High end-to-end systemefficiency
To meetthe goal of amultiple-missionarchitecture,
the
PSEs must bea modular,scaleable design with standard
interfaces.

The architecture of the power system needs to be partitioned
in modules that can be interchanged dependingon
the
mission requirements. Partitioning the design. so that only a
singlemodule is affected by adifferent
source, energy
storage technology, or unique load, can reduce the cost of a
multiple mission platform.
‘The power system architecture developed must utilize this
modularphilosophywithoutsacrificingthecapability
for
design optimization. This requires a combination of MCM
packaging with accessiblesurface mount packaging.With
intelligentpartitioning
of thepowersystemfunctions,
a
modulardesigncan
evolve with the capabilityforlate
changes and minor optimization.

Functions that arecommon throughoutthepowersystem,
such aspowerswitching, pulse width modulation, and the
commandinterface,canbeincorporated
in mixed-signal
ASICs or MCMs with little concern for future modification.
These functions are considered the core building blocks for
the power system.
Another goal of the power system is to provide more power
managementcapability,which
will enable missions with
very low
power
source capability. Power is a limited
resource
particularly
for
outer
planet
missions
where
generating power becomes more elusive.
More system visibility in the form of telemetry and power
switching enablesthe system to improve itsmanagement
capability. By increasing the number of power switches and
telemetry
channels,
the system has more
options
for
accomplishing the mission requirements within the allocated
power.
Improving theoverallend-to-end
systemefficiency
is a
long-standing power system goal. Multiple types of power
converters in the system provide more system development
risks, when it comestooverall
efficiency and system
stability. Many of thedifferenttypes
of converters are
underutilizedand
thusoperateat
thelowerend
of the
efficiency curve.
Thedevelopment of a powerconverter
that meetsthe
system-input-impedance andconducted-emissions requirements, and provides high efficiency over a wide load range
can reduce risk and improve efficiency. A generic converter
offering the most common output voltages can be developed
using the latest technology. This converter could be offered
to the users to allow them to take advantage of the latest
technology without the risk.
The users would have to be willing to settle for a generic
capability powerconverter, but the payoff to the power
system could be great. The power system would be dealing
with many of the same converters known to meet the input
impedance and conducted emissions requirements. For this
to be effective, the converter needs a high efficiency over a
wide load range and must come in a small package to make
it attractive to the end user.
To be successful, X2000 will have to focusthenonrecurringengineering
(NRE) ononly
a fewfunctional
buildingblocks.
Thearchitectureneeds
to leveragethe
buildingblock approachandreducethe
number of point
designs to reduce the overallcost of the program.
X2000 PSE Objectives
The primary objectives for theX2000 IFDP PSEs are:
Develop a one-mega-rad-hardanalog cell library
Produce severalmixed-signal ASICs

*
*

Fabricate a select number of power MCMs
Deliver PSEsBoards

It is clear fromtheobjectives
thatdeliveringapower
subsystem is not enough. The X2000 charter will pave the
way for future developments over several deliveries. More
than hardware
a
delivery, the objectives reflect
a
methodology for the follow-on deliveries to use.
The developmentof a one-mega-rad-hard analog cell library
provides a consistent path for future deliveries to use as a
tool in developing ASICs. Agoodlibrarycan
be used for
the specification of different ASICs that is independent of
the foundry. The librarycanbemaintainedseparatelyand
targeted to different foundries as technology improves. This
allows for the new foundries to be qualified with the library
before the first specific ASIC design needs to be fabricated.
Specific ASIC design can be passed from one delivery to the
next with only a higher-level chip layoutandsimulation
required.
Thedevelopment of mixed-signal ASICs for applications
repeated
throughout
the
power
subsystem
can
provide
consistency in performance
over
environmental
the
requirements. Theperformance of thesefunctionscan
be
proven and repeated, reducing the number of piece parts in
the system and lowering the risk in system integration. These
ASICs are designed using the sameanalog cellsand also
share larger macrocells.The
ASICs make it possible to
meet the X2000 environmental requirements.
Just asmixed-signalASICs are used, high density MCMs
can also be used to provide functional building blocks for
the
power
subsystem.
The
MCM
packaging
approach
enablesthe close packagingbetweenthe
discrete power
components
and
the
ASICs. These power MCMs will
provide complex power circuits in a dense modular package.
Most of the difficult design, layout, and analyses will be
completed at the MCM level, thus reducing the complexity
on the circuit board.
The finished product will be power subsystem circuit boards
that can be configured into a mission-specific power system.
The purpose o f thecircuit boardsis to bridge the gap
betweenthepower
electronics buildingblocks
and the
mission specific
subsystem.
By
investing
NRE in the
MCMs, the circuit boards can be easily modified
with little
NRE to match the packaging concept of any mission. The
circuit boards are a higher-level building block that can
be
configured to meet the mission needs.
All of the objectives are considered deliveries to the X2000
program. These objectives are in place to build a foundation
forpower system development with the long-term goal of
system on a chip.

3. KEY TECHNOLOGIES
Technologydevelopment hasbeenverylimitedfor
many
projects. The high NREcostsandschedule
neededfor
technology development limit what many projects achieve.
Additionally, the associatedrisk
prevents many project
managers from investing in new technology.
Fortunately, with theformation of CISM fortechnology
development and the New Millennium Program (NMP) for
flight validation, new projects can benefit with reduced risk,
while industry can demonstrate promising new technology.
The goal of CISM and the NMP MicroelectronicsIntegrated
ProductDevelopmentTeam(IPDT)
is todevelop
and
validate
promising
new technologies,
modular
building
block designs, and standardinterfaces.TheIPDT
has a
number of members from industry, universities, laboratories.
and NASA with a common goal of producing a road map of
technology needed for the next generation of spacecraft.
JPLispartnering
with keyindustry leaders to focusthe
technology development and provide an application for its
use. The industry partners are Boeing Solid StateElectronics
Center(SSEC) and LockheedMartin Communicationand
Power Center (LM-CPC). This partnership has worked well
in developing the power actuationandswitchingmodule
(PASM,seefigure
3) fortheDeepSpaceOne(DS1)
mission in the New Millennium Program.

Figure 2 DS 1 PASM

The goal of the PASM experiment is to flight validate two
promising technologies for the PSEs. The technologies are
thehigh-voltagemixed-signal
ASIC andthepowerhighdensity interconnect (PHDI) packaging.
ThePASM
has fourpowerswitches
that are current
controlled for soft start, with current limitingandtripping
functions. It provides the samefunctionality as the SSPS in a
much smaller package.ThePHDI
switch
module
was
designed by LM-CPC utilizing General Electric (GE)
technology. The PHDI packaging technology combines the
mixed-signal ASIC, power MOSFET, and
discrete
components of four switches in a single package. The PHDI
packagingtechnology enables high-densitypackaging for
power applications.

Boeing designed
the
switch
control
ASIC
(SCA)
that
providesthecontrolfunctions
forthe powerswitch. The
SCA was fabricated on theHarris
Radiation-Hardened
SiGate (RSG) process. The SCA combined the functionality
of the SSPS gate array and discrete analog components into
a single component.
Other technologies have also been considered for use in the
X2000 program. Boeing designedthe Power Management
ASIC and AdvancedInstrumentController
for the NMP
DeepSpace 2 probe.LM-CPCdeveloped
the all PHDI
Electronic Power Converter (figure 3).

All of these technologies were leveraged in some way in the
X2000 PSE development.

4. POWER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The X2000 PSE architecture(figure 4) is conceived to meet
the goalsofX2000.It
is scalable and expandable for
different
mission
power redundancy
levels
and
requirements.Itprovidesahighlevel
of insight into the
status of the power system and individual loads, and it uses
the highest efficiency components available.
The X2000 IFDP powersystem is a direct energy transfer or
battery-dominated
bus.
Alternate architectures
can
be
achieved with the addition of a few more building blocks.
These additional building blocks are not within the scope of
the IFDP.
The
PSE
slices
can be used in alternate
architectures if desired by the missions.

Figure 3 LM-CPC EPC

The power system architecture consists of unique functional
slices that can be optimized for a specific powersource,
energy storage technology, orload requirement. These slices
are connected together via the power bus and the 12C data
bus. Each slice has the same power and data interface. The
standardinterface
allowsfor
missions to add slicesas
needed based on the power level and number of loads. The
slices are configured by the backplane.

The packaging approach for the PSE is to use the Compact
peripheral component interconnect (PCI) standard 3U card
cage (figure 5). All the PSE slices will be double-sided 3U
cards with an average mass of 500 g.

Figure 5 PSE Chassis
The cards will plug intoa backplane that can be used to
distributethe powerbus and setthe configuration of the
circuit boards.
There are three types of slices:
0
Power control slice (PCS)
Power converterassembly (PCA)
0
Power switch slice(PSS)
Each slice will use the powerelectronicbuildingblocks.
There are two power electronics MCMs:
0
Power actuationandswitching module(PASM)
0
Power converter module(PCM)
Each MCM contains
mixed-signal
ASICs
and
discrete
power components. Another functional building block is the
command interface ASIC (CIA). The CIA is a mixed-signal
ASIC with some discrete component on the
circuit board.
The followingparagraphs
are brief descriptions of the
functionality of each slice. For a detailed description of each
slice, refer to the Section5.
The PCS provides the main interface with the power source.
The primaryfunction is to regulate the power bus voltage
and/orbattery
chargecurrent. Itachievesregulation
by
digitally switching bus shunt loads to control the bus voltage
or batterycurrent. ThePCS will have programmable set
points for both the bus voltage and battery charge current.
Power control also provides all of the fault protection and
telemetry
for
the power bus and
battery.
Single fault
tolerance is obtained by majorityvotingthreeslices
to
provide that
control
function.
The
CIA
provides the
commandandtelemetryinterfaceandcontrolalgorithms.
The PASMprovides the power switching.
ThePCS, configureddifferently,
also providesthe main
interface to the battery. The main function is to provide a
battery cell bypass to prevent overcharging of the cell. The
bypass cell voltage set point is programmable. Single-fault
tolerance is obtained by votingthreeslices.
TheCIA
provides the command and telemetry interface and control
algorithms, and the PASM provides thepower switching.

The PSS provides the interface to all of theloads on the
spacecraft. Each power switch can be commanded to drive a
steady state or momentary/pulse load. Each
switchcan be
configured in the high or low side, and series or parallel. No
single failure shall cause more than one switch to be stuck
ON. Telemetry is provided for each load. Every
switch in
the PASM provides controlled turn on andprotectsthe
power bus from load faults. The CIAprovides the command
andtelemetryinterface.
ThePASM providesthepower
switching.
The PSS also provides the power and command interface to
the valves on the spacecraft. The CIA can synchronize and
provide accurate timed commands. The same protection and
telemetry is also provided per valve interface.
Finally, the PSS provides the interface to the pyro devices.
The PSS provides an interface for safetyinhibits,and has
separateenablecommandsforgroups
of switches.Each
switch provides current limiting to allowforsimultaneous
multiple events.
The PCA provides the house-keeping power for the power
system. Eachslicerequires
a redundant3.3V and S.0V
housekeeping power. The 3.3 V is for the digital logic, and
the 5.0 V is for the analog control functions. Power-crossstrapping is done internally on each slice.ThePCAjust
contains one 3.3 V PCM and one5.0 V PCM.
Each power system slice has the same standard I2C data bus
interface, which enables the spacecraft computerdirect
access to each module. This resultsintest and integration
cost decreases due to having an industry standard interface
combined with increased visibility into each module during
system-level testing.
The purpose of this architecture is to give missionsmore
flexibility toconfigure a power system that meetstheir
requirements. Thearchitectureprovides
all of thehooks
needed for a robust configuration. The ultimate reliability of
the subsystem depends greatly on the configuration of the
slices. The
architecture
provides
many
options
for
redundancy and
can
be
scaled
based
on
the
mission
requirements. The PSEs can be configured as a single string
or 1 thru N redundancy.

5.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The following subsections will elaborate in more detail on
the X2000 PSE products.
Rad-Hard Aaalog Cell Library

Much of the PSE is based on the functionality provided in
the analog cell library. The purpose of the library is to allow
qualification of the cells to occur prior to the development
of the ASIC.

The complexity of the cells ranges from simple operational
amplifiers and comparators to more complex macrocells
such as an auto-zeroamplifier or pulse width modulator.
These cells make up the lowest level o f building blocks for
PSEs.
The foundryselected
forthe
library is the Honeywell
RiCMOS IV process.Honeywell has shownthat they can
achieve one-mega-rad-hard performance on this line. Other
advantages to the line are that it is a proven digital process
with a large library of digital cells and IP.
Boeing is the industry partner developing this library. Many
of the cellshavebeenfabricatedandtestedverifyingthe
post radiation models.
Boeing has provided an innovativehigh-voltagetransistor
o n this low-voltage process based on the work performed by
Professor Mohammad Mojarradi of Washington
State
University. Thisdevelopment hasbeen a key to enabling
power control functions to be done on a low-voltage mixedsignal process.
Rncl-Hard Mixed-Sigtznl ASICs
The following rad-hard, mixed-signal ASICsare
developed:
Pulse Width Modulator ASIC (PWMA)
*
Synchronous Rectifier Controller ASIC (SRCA)
Switch ControlASIC (SCA)
Command Interface ASIC (CIA)

being

Each ASIC is based on the analog cell libraryanddigital
macro cells provided by C&DH.
ThePWMA and SRCA are used inthepowerconverter
module. The PWMA is on the primary side of the isolated
converter and providesthepulse
width modulationand
synchronous rectification driver functions. The SRCA is on
the
secondary
side of the converter and
provides
the
synchronous rectifier drivers.
The SCA is the most used part in the PSE with an estimated
quantity of over one thousand for first delivery. This is a
perfect example of when an ASIC can be economical. The
SCA provides all of the control functions for each switch in
the PASM. The SCA also
providesthelevelshiftingand
charge pump for high-side power switching.
The CIA provides the system interface for all of the boards.
The CIA is comprised of an integrated 8051 core, memory,
analog to digital converter (ADC) and a Philips 12C data bus
interface. TheCIA providesa single chipsolution to the
command interface that was handled by the REU on Cassini.

Power Converter Module

The X2000 PCM design(figure 6) is a DC/DC converter
that operates athigh frequency(1MHz)
providing high
efficiency and small volume (2.0” x 3.0” X 0.4”).
The PCM provides an
output
power
level of 30 W
(figure 7 ) ,and output voltages of 3.3 or 5.0 V. The input bus
voltage is specified from 22 to36 VDc. The converter
provides output overvoltage and load short-circuit protection
by latching off the converter.
The converter is designed to meet conducted and radiated
susceptibility electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) requirements,
including
input
power
line
transients.
Isolation
~-equirements are one mega-ohm at +/- 30 VUC,primary to
secondary.
The topology is a dual resonant forward converter operated
at a fixed switching frequency. Output voltage regulation is
achieved by pre-regulating the dual-forward-converter
primary
voltage
with a hard switched, pulse-width
modulated buck converter. The resonant forward converter
stages provide high efficiency by virtue of their zero voltage
switching characteristics.Theconvertersoperate
a t 180
degrees out of phase to minimize input and output filtering.
Output rectification losses in thehighcurrent
low output
voltage designs,
are
reduced
by
utilizing
synchronous
rectifiers. The resonantforward converter section is easily
optimized because the input voltage is pre-regulated.
Efficiency is maximized by theuse of a complementary
hetero-junction field effect transistor (CHFET), developed
by GE and Honeywell. The CHFET hasthe advantage of
having low- input capacitance and a low input drive voltage.
Both of these parameters reducethe powernecessary to
switch at the 1-MHz switching frequency. In addition, the
CHFET structure does not contain a parasitic SourceDrain
body diode, which makes themideal
for asynchronous
rectifier. There is danger
no
of a body diode
conductingfavoiding reverse recovery issues.
Power Actuntiolz and Switching Module

Thesecond-generationPASM is verysimilar to the DSl
version. It provides basically the same funcitonality but with
one-mega-rad-hard
a
rating.
The
PASM
contains
four
independent solid state power switches in a single package.
The following is a list of switch parameters for the PASM.
Overload Trip Current
Overload Trip Delay
Current
Limit

Current Telemetr
On resistance
Input Voltage Range

I

1

I

1 A, 3 A (selectable)
20ms
2 A, 5 A (selectable)

60 mOhms
10-40V

.
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OUTPUT RTN
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Figure 6 PCM Block Diagram

Somechanges havebeen madetomake the PASM more
compatible with the X2000 products.TheSCAison
the
Honeywell RiCMOS IV, therefore the PASM is now onemega-radhard.Another
change is that thepackage has
changed to fit three PASMs on a side within a Compact PC1
3U card.

Power Control Slice
The PCS is configured as a set of generic PASMs driven by
an 805 1 micro-controller control interface assembly (CIA).
In this way, the PCS can be used for a variety of functions
under the direction of local software. Afunctional block
diagram of this concept is shown in figure 8.
The approach of using the CIA and the PASM for power
control
functions
reduces
overall
NRE by avoiding
specialized control ASICs. This is a case where functional
building blocks can be used in other applications even when
not optimized for it. Within the X2000 PCS the functions
can be broken downinto two categories: powercontrol
functions and battery control functions.
Figure 7 PCM Efficiency Curve

Power Control Function

I

Slice (PCS)

Power
Control

The power controlfunction
digitalshunts
tocontrolthe
charge current.

I

l

l

The PCS monitors bus voltage and battery-chargecurrent
telemetry and compares them against a command value. PCS
shuntswitches aresequentially turned ON to divert RTG
output current to ground, thus reducing the current onto the
battery bus (and hence the bus voltage). PCS shunt switches
are sequentiallyturned OFF to increasetheRTG
current
onto the battery bus. The PCS control loop acts to balance
the amount of RTG current available to the battery bus with
the spacecraft load demand plus the desired battery charge
current.

I

Figure 8 PCS Functional Block Diagram

The fundamental power control and battery control software
and default statedvalues will becontained in non-volatile
memory. Software parameters or advanced management
algorithms can be loaded intoRAM.Dueto
a limited
amount of ROM available within the CIA module, it may be
necessary to include external ROM on the PCS slice.

:

r1

I

will usethe PCS to switch in
busvoltage
and/or battery

If the spacecraft load plus battery charge requirement equals
the total RTG power, all PCS shunts will turn OFF. If the
spacecraft load plus battery charge requirement exceeds the
total RTG, power the battery charge current will naturally
cut backtoward zero. If the spacecraft loadcurrentalone
exceeds the total RTG power, the battery will be discharged
to supply the deficit. At this point, the battery/bus voltage
will drop according to the battery voltage vs. state of charge
(SOC) characteristic.

T

t

R I G RTN

Figure 9 PCS Block Diagram

Table 1: Power Control Parameters
Number of shunt 24 Total
load switches
Total Shunt Power 300 W

Power per Shunt
Switch
Battery Charge
Current

13 W

24 for 23
Redundancy
Equivalent to
Maximum RTG
source power
300 W / 23 switches

Maximum: 1C Battery Driven
Requirement
(64
Nominal: C/3 TBC
(2‘4)
Minimum: 0
Increment: <
(3.50 (0.12A)

Battery Coutrol Function

The batterycontrol slice (BCS)systemmonitorseight
(8)
individualbatterycellvoltages.
During re-charge, as any
battery cell exceeds aprogrammedmaximumvoltage,
the
BCS switches a bank of 3 resistors across that cell to bleed
off excess charge current.
Once a cell reaches the maximum voltageagain (with all
resistors
across
it), the BCS issues
“charge-currenta
cutback”signal to thePCS function to reducethe bulk
charge current into thebattery. This cut-back cycle will
repeat in order to limit thecellvoltage
by “tapering” the
charge current into the battery stack. Eventually, the charge
currentprovidedbythe
PCS function is reduced to a
minimum value. This minimumvalue will be equal to the
amount of current bypassed by all three (two in the case of a
switch OFF failure) battery resistors ON at the programmed
maximumcellvoltage.
The highest cell will remain with
resistors switched ON such that the net charge current into
this cell is zero.
Using this control scheme, the cell with the highest voltage
will dominate the charge cut-back/tapering function, but it
cannot reduce the bulk charge to zero. This gives the lower
voltage cells a chance to “catch up” to the highest-albeit at
a reduced charge rate.(In practice, theexpectedvoltage
divergence fromcell to cell is low enough that thelower
cellsshould
not take too long to catchup.)
The lower
voltage cells will cycle their resistors in order to modulate
their charge current until they have reached full charge.
Then their resistors will remain on continuously. Thus, even
when
cells are fullycharged to theirmaximumvoltage, a
constant“trickle”
charge will be flowing from thebus
through the battery system. This continuous trickle mode of
operation provides continuous cell-to-cell voltage balancing.
Power Switch Slice
Just as the PCS is used for multiple applications the PSS is
used for switchingpower loads, valves,and pyro devices.
Eachapplicationhas
some uniquerequirements,but
in

general,they
all require powerswitching.
comprised of the CIA and four PASMs.

ThePSS

is

Power Distribution Function

Thepower distributionfunctionuses
the PSS to provide
load switching, telemetry, and fault protection. The number
of slices will depend on the number of loads and total power
of the spacecraft.
The command interface is via the standard interface to the
spacecraft data bus. The 12C data bus is isolated between the
physical and link layers.
The PSS provides the capability to individuallycommand
sixteenswitches ontheboard.Switches
assigned to loads
can be classified as loadshed or non-loadshed. The switches
can be commanded in steady state mode or pulse mode. The
steady state command turns the load on or off indefinitely.
The pulse modeturns ON the switch for a specified duration
after a specified delay.Pulse
loads
can
be
continued
indefinitely with repeated commands.
The switch fault protection is composed of a current limit
function and a selectable trip level. With one current limit,
otherloadson the same power converterare not affected
during the isolation of the fault.
Loadcurrenttelemetry
is availableforeach
switch. The
analog load current telemetrycanbeconverted
to digital
telemetrybythe
command interface. Since telemetry is
available on every switch, the power converter efficiencies
can be calculatedin flight as well as theidentification of
load variations, drifts and incipient failures.
The PASM can beused in different configurations. Switches
can be connected in parallel to reduce the voltage drop for
high current loads. It is configurable in seriedparallel or bidirectional connection to the
load.
Additionally,
these
switches can be configured in various ways to meet critical
load requirements ortoprovideneeded
cross-strapping
between loads.
Valve Drive Electronics Fllrlctiorl

ThePSS is used for thevalve drive electronicsfunction,
providing the same functionality as in the power distribution
function. Timing is more critical,thus,thepulse
mode is
used for all of the valves.
The PSS providesfourcross-strapped
outputs to allowa
lowervalveholdingvoltage.
The lowervoltagecan
be
switched from eithera centralconverteror atap off the
battery.
It takes two power switches per valve to hold it in position.
One switch is connected directlyto the battery to provide the
actuation energy. The second switch is connected through a
diode to provide thelower voltage holding power.

Pyro Dl-ive Electronics Function

The 1% is used forthe pyrodrive electronicsfunction.
providing the same functionality as in the power distribution
function. For pyro devices, safety is more critical, thus the
enable command and safety inhibit interface is available to
provide the additional layers of protection.
The pulse mode is used for all of the pyro commands. The
PASM will provide current limiting to ensure load sharing,
while simultaneous events occur.

6. EXPECTED
RESULTS
It is very difficult t o compareone generation of power
electronics to another. It would be akin to comparing
“applesand oranges”. Cassini is theclosest power system
electronics to compare with the X2000 PSE because of the
similar functionality.
Cassini used some gate arrays and hybrids while X2000 is
using all mixed-signal ASICs and MCMs. The X2000 PSE
hardware is configured to perform the functional equivalent
of Cassini, ignoring the additional functionality that comes
with the new hardware. The following is table
a
of
parameters to compare.

It is clear that theinvestment in mixed-signal A S K S and
MCMs has paid off in an almost two-to-one improvement in
mass andvolume.
However,theimpact
of maintaining
modularity is indicated inthe housekeepingpower. Each
slice requires more power as compared to Cassini.
Using X2000PSEhardwarefor
aspacecraftaslarge
as
Cassini is not an efficient application because of the large
number of boards. There is much less packaging efficiency
when 33 as opposed to 15 boards are used. As an example,
using the same Cassini board size and the X2000 ASICs and
MCMs, the functionality could be achieved in only 5 boards
rather than 15.
The X2000 PSEis targeted towards much smaller spacecraft
than Cassini; however, it is the closest in functionality for
the purpose of a benchmark.

7 . CONCLUSION
The X2000 PSE development is producing many products
beyond the flight hardware deliverables. The purpose of the
program is to builda
foundation and a process, which
subsequent
deliveries
can
leverage
and enhance.
The
buildingblockscanbe
used in many otherapplications
outside of the power system. Some of the building blocks
could be used to provide motor control electronics or just
about any power-switching application.

Table 2: Cassini Comparison
~

PARAMETER
Recurring Cost
Mass (kg)
Power Control Capability
Minimum Housekeeping Power
Maximum House Keeping Power
Complexity
Development Risk
OperabilitylFlexibility
Scaleability
Grounding/lsolation

~

EXPLANATION/ CLARIFICATIOF

Cassini

X2000 PSE

Total Core for Power Distribution

$3,420 K
54.97 Kg
9oow

$3,522 K
29.0 Kg
9oow

All switches OFF
All switches ON

4.80 W
11.52 W

7.60 W
38.00 W

Medium
Medium
Medium

High
High
High

High
Good

High
Good

Small
63,962 cc

medium
35,775 cc

15

38

1

6

0
1

1
0
0
2
0
24
0
5

Building blocks need to be useful
for all missions, not just 1
Which implementation gives t h e
optimum grounding

Fault containment
Volume
# of Slices

,

Shunt Regulator
Capacitor Bank
Power Control
REU
House Keeping Power
PD I/O
Power Distribution (Switches)
Valve Drive Electronics
Pyro Drive

Requires 3 PCSs
one board for 1200uF
Included in s h u n t regulator

2
PCA
PSS

PSS
PSS

1
2
6
0
2

The flexibility will ultimately improve the overall efficiency
of the power system. By having a flexible design which is
modularas
well as adaptable,power systems on future
spacecraftcan save time, cost, and mass with a minimum
investment of dollars.
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